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owning a mobile device [3], 483 million people checking
out what their friends are doing every day [1], and 340
million tweets daily [6], people are truly living in the age of
“perpetual contact” [5].

ABSTRACT

The proliferation of social networking sites and mobile
technology allows us to check on our friends and family,
follow what experts in our field think, or simply ‘check-in’
online. While in many ways advantageous, the ability to be
constantly connected is significantly affecting our offline
interaction behavior. People sharing a table today might
ignore each other for stretches at a time in order to interact
with far-away friends through mobile technology instead.
The goal of this workshop is to examine how we can build
technologies that promote offline interactions. We plan to
discuss how offline interactions can be spurred within
different social groups and different settings through
currently available devices and technologies. We also plan
to explore how such technologies can be built and used for
different types of offline engagement (e.g., playful vs.
serious). The workshop aims to establish a community
interested in computer mediated offline interaction.

Although this ubiquitous connectedness most certainly has
its benefits, in some ways it has begun to have a negative
impact on people’s social offline interaction. Instances of
this are shown in Figure 1, where people are interacting
with their mobile devices, but not with each other.
a)

social

interaction,

b)

Figure 1 – Illustrative examples of how ubiquitous
connectedness can harm offline interaction in different
settings: a) home and b) public
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ubiquitous

Our proposed workshop would investigate how we can use
technology to nurture social offline interaction, i.e.,
SOFTec, thus better reflecting Weiser’s vision of
technology weaving itself into ‘the fabric of everyday life’
[12].
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REALTED WORK

Much of the work on spurring offline interaction consists of
studies on social networking sites [7, 11], mobile
technology [1, 4], and public displays [8, 9, 10] and their
potential for stimulating offline interaction.

General Terms

Design, Human Factors.
INTRODUCTION

Recent work on user behavior on social networks has also
looked into the overlap of offline and online contacts [11]
and the influence of offline interaction on online behavior
[7]. On the one hand Subrahmanyam et al. [11] report that
keeping in touch with the people one encounters in offline
life is one of the main reasons for using social networking
sites. However, Matzat reports that offline socializing
greatly influences online behavior by reducing the need for
online social interaction. Both studies motivate the need for
offline interaction: most online interactions come from the
need to socialize with offline contacts.

The proliferation of mobile devices and social networking
sites allows people to check what friends and acquaintances
are up to, follow personal reports of technology experts
from the latest brand name gadget release event, or check
where friends are in real-time. With 5.6 billion people
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While ubiquitous connectedness can lead to the state of
absent presence [4], recent work has looked into leveraging
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mobile technology to create opportunities for serendipitous
offline interaction between strangers and friends by
displaying a user profile of a nearby person on a mobile
device [5]. While mobile phones show the potential of
stimulating peer-to-peer offline interaction, large displays
show the potential of stimulating spontaneous interaction
between bigger groups in working environments [8] as well
as public and semi-public settings [9, 10].

Entertainment vs. serious engagement

Different people and settings require different types of
social engagement.
• SOFTec content, interfaces, and interaction metaphors for
entertainment.
• SOFTec content, interfaces, and interaction metaphors for
serious engagement.
• Games as an example of SOFTec technology for
entertaining and serious engagement.

THEMES

In order to tackle the challenges associated with SOFTec,
we propose the following themes.

Identifying additional opportunities

Envisioned additional challenges for SOFTec would
include:

Identifying the technology

The potential candidate technologies for stimulating
SOFTec would be social networks, mobile devices, and
large displays. However these are not the only possibilities.
• Enabling technologies,
protocols for SOFTec.

software

architectures,

• Experience and service design for SOFTec.
• Tools for measuring and assessing the impact of SOFTec
technology.

and

WORKSHOP GOALS

• Mobile devices, large displays, social networking
services, bio- and sensor-based networks as singular or
mesh technologies for SOFTec.

The goal of the workshop is to jump start a community that
will focus on building technology that nurtures social
offline interaction, i.e., SOFTec.

• Novel applications for mobile devices, large displays, and
social networking services that would spur offline
interaction.
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